
Appendix A 
Your Name: _________________  Your Partner’s Name:_________________ Text Unit # : __________________ Date: 
____________________ 
Instructions: 
 1) Select and write 10 words and their parts of speech (n., v., adj., adv., etc.) from your Vocabulary Worksheets.  
 2) Exchange Vocabulary Knowledge Scale  (VKS) worksheets with your partner. (You study your partner’s words, not your own!) 
 3) Check the A ,  B ,  C ,  or D  column for each of the 10 words.  
 4) Write an original sentence for each word for which you checked the A column. 
 5) Get your partner to check the quality of your sentences, and to help you to write original sentences for the words you checked B 
-D.  
   

A = I know what this word/phrase means and I can use it in a sentence. 
B = I know what this word/phrase means, but I’m not sure how to use it. 
C = I’ve seen this word/phrase before, but I don’t know what it means. 
D = I’ve never seen this word/phrase before. 
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Appendix B 
 
Name:_________________ Class:_______________ Week#: ____________ Date:________________ 
 
 

 Vocabulary worksheet  
 Word 1: 

_________________(    ) Example sentence from your textbook (p.      ):  
Pronunciation/Stress: ______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________ What do you think the word means? _______________________________________________. 
(Repeat word to yourself) What is the correct dictionary definition?  

Family words: ______________________________________________________________________________. 
_________________(    ) Collocations:___________________________________________________________________. 

_________________(    ) Your original sentence: 
_________________(    ) ______________________________________________________________________________. 

Word 2: 
_________________(    ) Example sentence from your textbook (p.      ):  

Pronunciation/Stress: ______________________________________________________________________________. 
______________________ What do you think the word means? _______________________________________________. 

(Repeat word to yourself) What is the correct dictionary definition?  
Family words: ______________________________________________________________________________. 

_________________(    ) Collocations:___________________________________________________________________. 
_________________(    ) Your original sentence: 

_________________(    ) ______________________________________________________________________________. 
Word 3: 

_________________(    ) Example sentence from your textbook (p.      ):  
Pronunciation/Stress: ______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________ What do you think the word means? _______________________________________________. 
(Repeat word to yourself) What is the correct dictionary definition?  

Family words: ______________________________________________________________________________. 
_________________(    ) Collocations:___________________________________________________________________. 

_________________(    ) Your original sentence: 
_________________(    ) ______________________________________________________________________________. 

Word 4: 
_________________(    ) Example sentence from your textbook (p.      ):  
Pronunciation/Stress: ______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________ What do you think the word means? _______________________________________________. 
(Repeat word to yourself) What is the correct dictionary definition?  

Family words: ______________________________________________________________________________. 
_________________(    ) Collocations:___________________________________________________________________. 

_________________(    ) Your original sentence: 
_________________(    ) ______________________________________________________________________________. 

Word 5: 
_________________(    ) Example sentence from your textbook (p.      ):  

Pronunciation/Stress: ______________________________________________________________________________. 
______________________ What do you think the word means? _______________________________________________. 

(Repeat word to yourself) What is the correct dictionary definition?  
Family words: ______________________________________________________________________________. 

_________________(    ) Collocations:___________________________________________________________________. 
_________________(    ) Your original sentence: 

_________________(    ) ______________________________________________________________________________. 
Teacher Codes:       IS= Incomplete Sentence      IM= Incorrect Meaning  NBM= Not the Best Meaning 




